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Abstract

Because of the independent processing of each block,
coding loss can produce discontinuities in the image since
the reconstructed pixels of one block will, most likely, not
match with the pixels of the next block. This phenomenon
is especially apparent when very low numbers of coefficients are retained in the coding, i.e. in low bit-rate systems. This is called the “blocking” effect. The blocking effect produces a reconstructed image that seems to be built
of small tiles, and can be visually annoying. In some applications for which we are pursuing our research, the annoyance becomes more critical, in that vital information
may be lost. This paper discusses our approach to these
problems: efficient modeling via the MBR which incorporates ideas from the LOT. We see that such a system efficiently encodes the signal while alleviating the blocking
problems.

We describe a system for still image compression which
uses several lapped orthogonal transform {LOT) sets in a
multiple bases realization algorithm, rhe recursive residual
projection (RRP) algorithm. Newly developed RRP algorithms are shown to reduce the number of encoded transform coeficients 20% beyond lhe DCT-only compression
standard, JPEG. These algorithms still suffer from the
problem of block-discontinuities at the boundaries of the
segmented image. We extend these algorithms to use several newly developed LOT bases. Fast hardware implementations of these algorithms are presented.

1: Introduction

2: MBR Algorithms

We are currently developing block-transform coding
image compression systems. The algorithms being discussed here are based on the seminal works in image compression [1,2]. We use multiple bases realizations (MBR)
of images in our system. These techniques have been used
recently to compress speech [3,4] and image‘data [5,6].
One motivation for using the mixed representations is their
ability to efficiently encode various spectral features of the
signal which is to be compressed [ 7 ] .
The basic motivation behind the development of the
Lapped Orthogonal Transform (LOT) [2] comes from one
of the major disadvantages of traditional block coding
methods - the block effects, which are discontinuities in
the reconstructed image. In our algorithms, which are
based on modifications of the Recursive Residual Projection (RW) algorithm [1,3] detailed in [8],we start by dividing the input image into 8x8 sub-images. Each sub-image
is then independently compressed using an RRP algorithm.
The selected transform coefficients consist of two sets of
data, one set containing the basis functions and the other
holding the corrcsponding values of the projections onto
the basis functions. The set of values IS quantized using a
developed y-quantizer. Finally, the coefficients and their
positions are encoded using a lossless coding technique.

MBR algorithms have recently been developed for low
bit-rate coding of voice [4,71. These algorithms are currently being examined and improved [9,10]. These algorithms
provide an elegant solution to the problem of encoding signals with varying features. Even more recently, a version
of these algorithms has been presented for still image coding [61. These algorithms use several dominant component
(DC) picking strategies, in combination with either a steepest descent or a gradient search algorithm to determine optimal basis function projections. The algorithms rely on a
cascaded structure of transform blocks, and we have seen
that these algorithms do not always converge, and they may
take many iterations before they converge [9,10]. Finally,
even if they do converge, the resulting performance is inferior to the RRP algorithm given in [l] and the modifications
to the RRP algorithm developed in [8].
A two-transform RRP algorithm flow-graph is given in
Figurc 1. A modified version, which we call the Look-Back
RRP (LBRRP) was derived in [8]. The LBRRP algorithm
works similarly, except that we re-examine the values of
the previously selected basis functions. If they are not zero,
we add the current value to the existing value, and eliminate it once more. Note that this is necessary and justified,
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because the MBR algorithms do not remove orthogonal basis functions.

the LOTDWT computations. The LOTDST is superior to
the DST in its energy compaction performance.

3: Fast LOT Algorithms

4: Image Compression Using Multiple LOT
Bases Functions

The LOT is based on decomposing a signal segment of
length N into K blocks of length blk-sz. The LOT then is a
controlled M 2 blk-sz to K map. For our purposes in
this paper, we assume that M=2*bfkPsz. In this paper, we
consider fast LOT algorithms based on the discrete cosine,
discrete Walsh and discrete slant transforms. Other transform types have been developed [ 1 I].

Our RRP-based algorithms employ combinations of two
different basis functions, usually the DCT and either the
DWT or the DST. In our RRP algorithm, the image is first
broken into a set of sub-images. The DC value (the average) of each sub-images is then removed. The created
image is transformed into various LOT sets of basis functions. For instance, the LOTDCT transform of the input
image contains a set of LOTDCT matrices of dimension
blk-sz and the LOTDWT transform of the input image contains a set of LOTDWT matrices of dimension blk-sz. At
each iteration, the RRP algorithm searches for the largest
projection on both transform sets. The largest projection
along with the corresponding basis function is stored in the
output data structure, and a new residual image is created.
This process is repeated until some stopping criterion is satisfied. The difference between the RRP using the several
LOT bases and the original RRP using conventional transforms is that the operation on each LOT transform of the
sub-image results in changes to neighboring residual subimages. The performance of each combination of transforms is delermined by the properties of the inrage which
is to be compressed. The dcvcloped “look-back” algorithm, which examines projections onto previously rcmoved basis functions, may be nearly optimal. Previously
removed projections move away from zero because of the
non-orthogonal decomposition. We add these non-zero
projections to their previous value at each iteration of the
search. The added cost seems worthwhile, because the energy packing is significantly improved [8].

3.1: A LOT Based on the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
The fast algorithm used to compute the LOT and inverse
LOT bascd on the discrete cosine transform (LOTDCT/
ILOTDCT) is based on the algorithm given in [ 2 ] .We see
that the LOTDCT is markedly superior to the DCT for representing high frequencies. A flow-graph for one 8-point
LOTDCT is shown in Figure 2. Notice two important
items: 1) the LOTDCT shown operates on an interior data
segment, the endpoints must be treated differently. For details, we refer the reader to [ I l l . 2) The algorithm shown
is “fast” because it relies on fast transforms and 2x2 butterflies. A point we will discuss in more detail in Section 5 is
that the performance of the compaction is scnsitivc to the
angles of rotation uscd in the 2x2 butterflies.

3.2: A LOT Based on the Discrete Walsh Transform (DWT)
The fast algorithm used to compute the LOT and inverse
LOT based on the discrete Walsh transform (LOTDWT/
ILOTDWT) is developed using the ideas given in [ 2 ] .Here,
the DWT basis functions are re-ordered so that even and
odd functions alternate in increasing sequency to form the
LOT basis. 2x2 butterflies arc given to complete the transform and its inverse. We do not see much difference in energy compaction between thc DWT and the LOTDWT. Note
that the LOTDWT computation consists of f 1 “multiplications” and adds, with only the added blk-sz-1 plane
rotations in the 2x2 butterflies being true multiplications.

5: Simulation Results
The method is coded in the “C” language on an
RS/6000, and used to decompose various still images with
different statistical properties. We have used the techniques
on “natural” images, radiological images, aerial
photographs,maps and computer generated graphics. In all
cases except the computer generated graphics, the RRP algorithms required between 15% and 25% less coefficients
to encode the image to a specified quality as measured by
mean square error when compared to DCT only coding [81.
For the LOT coding, the performance difference is less significant, though still significant when low numbers of coefficients per block are selected. For instance, we have examined the “natural” image Lena (or U.S.C. Girl, see
Figure 3), when several diffcrent numbers of coefficients
are selected. The Mean Square Error results in percentage
are tabulated in Table 1, and the resulting figures for the
first row of the table are given in Figure 4.

3.3: A LOT Based on the Discrete Slant Transform (DST)
The fast algorithm used to computc the LOT and inverse
LOT bascd on the discrete Slant transform (LOTDST/
ILOTDST) is based on the algorithm given in [ 2 ] . Compulation of the LOTDST basis functions takes the form of
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Table 1: LOTRRP, LOTDCT and DCT comparisons,
%MSE
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Figure 3: Original Lena (U.S.C. Girl)

Figure 4: “Lena” coded with 1 coefficienff8x8 block
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Figure 1: RRP based on two LOT transforms
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Figure 2: A Single Block LOTDCT Transform with Butterflies
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